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Chapter 1
Introduction
The purpose of this survey is to determine just what
combinations are in use today in hie:h s^'hools which have
been constructed in the New England States within the past
ten years for an enrollment of three hundred pupils or less.
Older buildings are not considered because they are out of
date, and how they are used is of little value in predicting
future construction.
A list of all the new schools constructed was obtained
from the State Departments of i^ducation. A questionnaire was
prepared and sent to the principals of these schools asking
them to list the com.binations now in use in their schools.
Out of seventy-five questionnaires sent out, forty-seven
replies were received. Of these forty-seven a few were
discarded because of too large an enrollment. The following
is a copy of the questionnaire sent to each principal:
Dear Sir:
Will you kindly list belov the combinations
you find it necessary to use in order to get the
fullest use out of your building? By combinations
I mean the dual use of loom^s, such as gymnasium -
auditorium, sewing and cooking, etc. This information
is to be used in writing a thesis for the degree of
Master of Education. Thank you for your assistance.
Enrollment Approximate cost of building....
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2014
II
Combinations
(Please note any not listed)
Gymnasitim and
Auditorium and
Chemistry and
Physics and
Biology and
General Science and
Library and
Study Hall and
Sewing and
Cooking and
Cafeteria and
Art and
Music and
Woodworking and
Metal 7/orking and
Mechanical Lrawing and
Boys ' shower and locker room and
The co-operation by the principals was splendid. Their
replies were tabulated and the results of this tabulation
are as follows:
Tabulation
Gymnasium - Auditoriiim Combinations
' Gymnasium - Auditorium 19 |l
Gymnasium - Auditorium - Music 8 1'
Gymnasium - Auditorium - Lunch Room
i|
II
Gymnasium - Auditorium - Lunch Poom - l^.-usic 3
1
Gymna s lum - Auditorium - Study 2 |i
Gymnasium - Auditorium - Library - Kusic - Study 1
j
Gymnasiujn - T^usic 1
1'
1
Gymnasium - Town Hall
_1
38
li
r.
Auditorium - Iv'uaic - Class Room
Auditorium - Study - Glass Room
Auditorium - Study - Music
Auditorium - Study - Music - Economics
Auditorium - Study
Auditorium - Class rooms i't artitions
;
Science Combinations
Chemistry - Physics
Chemistry - Physics - Biology
Chemistry - Physics - General Science
Chemistry - Physics - General Science -
Agriculture
Chemistry - Eiology - General Science
Chemistry - Physics - Biology - General Science
Chemistry - Physics - Biology - General Science
Mechanical Dra-A'ing
Biology - General Science
Biology - Cooking - Sewing
General Science - Typewriting
General Science - Bookkeeping
General Science - Class Room
General Science - '-Voodworking
i!
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Library Combinations
Library - Study Hall 13
Library - Class Poom 5
Library - Biology - Sewing 1
Library - Activities Foom 1
Library - Music
_1
21
Cafeteria and Lomestic Science Combinations
Sev;ing - Cooking 13
Sev/ing - Cooking - Cafeteria 8
Sewing - Cooking - Commercial Geography 1
Sewing - Cooking - Art - Mechanical Prawing 1
Sewing - Drawing 1
Sewing - 3th Graae Home Poom 1
Sewing - Art 1
Sewing - Library - Biology 1
Cafeteria - Typewriting - Shorthand 1
Cafeteria - Study Hall 2
Cafeteria - Cooking 2
Cafeteria - Recreational Area _1
33
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Industrial Arts and Mechanical Drawing Combinations
Woodv;orking - Metal (iVorking - Mechanical drawing 10
Vnoodworking - Metal Working 4
Mechanical Lrawing - Electricity 1
Mechanical Drav/ing - Bookkeeping 1
Mechanical Lrawing - Music 1
Mechanical Drawing - vvoodworking 1
Mechanical Drawing - Freehand Drawing 1
Mechanical Drawing - Art
_1
20
Miscellsneous Combinations
Art - Social Studies 1
Art - Music 2
Art - Class Room 2
Music - Class Room 1
Study Hall - Class Room 1
Study Hall - Home Room 1
Study Hall - Sociology - History 1
Study Hall - ^th Grade Home Room v 1
Boys' and Girls' Shower and Locker Room 2
Two Class Rooms - Assembly Room __1
15
Total Combinations 1B8
The following chapters will be devoted to a discussion
of some of these combinations hich occurr d most frequently
as to the r advantages and disadvantages with the hope of
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determining in some measure which are practical and which are
not. The need for combinations is obvious as it is
l|
uneconomical to build a sm.all hie;h school v/hich would have
I
separate rooms for all activities. In the first place, the
i
ji cost and size would be much too great for the need; and in
the second place, the school could not possibly be used to
anywhere near capacity. The percentage of the building idle
i per week would be much too high.
It is interesting to note that the cost of the building
had little effect on the num.ber of combinations used. On the
j|
whole, however, the buildings which cost the most per pupil
had need of fewer combinations than those with a low cost per
I
pupil.
I
I
ll
I
1t
I
J.
I
1
1
\
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Chapter 2
Gymnasium - Auditorium
I
The gymnasium - auditorium, combination alone or in
i
combination with such activities as music, cafeteria, study
or library was by far the most freouent. The smaller the
school the m.ore varied were the combinations, evidently
bearing out the contention that this section of the building
I is used for activitves not provided for elsewhere. Most of
!!
•
the schools studied v/ere provided with a gymnasium and
evidently the school authorities, to provide a full
curriculum, felt that it must be used for other purposes.
Proper planning with the advise of educational experts could
have avoided this conglom.erat ion.
Il
The purpose of this discussion is not to c nsider each
II
Individual combination but rather to study the advantages
and disadvantages of the combined gymnasium - auditorium.
I
Small schools in the past have been planned and constructed
with this combination, as the cost of providing for both units
separately is piohibitive, and the enrollment is not large
enough to use either one, more particularly the auditorium,
full time. As both are essential in any high school, the
problem is to determine whether the com.bination is good or
;
whether other provisions should be made. With this thought
in mind the advantages and disadvantages will be discussed.
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The advantages of this combination are few and hardly
considered as valid in argument for it. The saving on
construction costs and the space required are the only
argiiinents in favor of this combination. The disadvantages
so far outweigh the advantages that it would seen advisable
to eliminate this condition. The two activities have
nothing in common. The auditorium calls for sitting and
listening activities and the gymjiasium for doing activities.
These disadvantages may best be discussed under three headings,
namely: construction, equipment, and use.
Construct ion
GymnasiumAuditorium
Fire-resistive
Pleasing design
Stage
General
Floors
Inclined
Fire-resistive
Slight depression for orchestra
(12 inches)
Walls
Finished with smooth covering
Fire -resistive
Rectangular
No stage
Level
Hard maple
Provision for apparatus
Glazed brick wainscoting
up to 6 feet
Plain brick to ceiling

Lecorated to make pleasing
aesthetic appeal
Extensive wall spaces eliminated
Window drapes
Auditorium
Seats affixed to floor
Equipment
Seats
No decorations
Blank walls needed for
handball, etc.
No drapes (heavy wire
screens
)
Gymnasium
No seats on main floor
or playing space
Book racks and hat racks to add to
utilization
In this connection where the combination is used seats
must be m-ovable. Moving these seats from the floor causes
a great deal of breakage. If adequate storage space is not
provided, they must be placed against the gymnasium walls or
piled in a corridor recess. This continuous moving of seats
is uneconomical financially and scholastically
.
Other Equipment
Scenery
Moving picture projector, etc.
Use
Gymnastic apparatus
Bleachers
Music
Dramatics
Study oi' classroom
Center of social life of school
Games
Drills
Dances
Center of physical
activities
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Locat ion
Accessible to class rooms and At the end of a wing
street approaches accessible to athletic
field
Away from noisy places such as Noise not a factor
cafeteria, gymnasiuin, etc.
From the comparison of the requirements of a gym-nasium
and an auditorium it can readily be s^en that when used in
combination they have nothing in common. Vhen planned as a
unit a gymnasium is constructed, and naturally any activity
usually held in an auditorium is handicapped. A movable
platform must be constructed, and the moving and storing of
this platform is a problem in itself. Musical and dramatic
activities invariably suffer for want of the proper time and
space which should be devoted to them. Storerooms for
musical and dramatic equipment are not provided for, and it
must be carried to a different part of the building to be
stored away.
r-nglehardt says in his "Standards for Junior High -school
Buildings" th&t the assembly room should not be used as a
gymnasium. ^^11 evidence points to the truth of this statement.
The disadvantages of this combination are so great and the
advantages so SFi^ll, it would seem imperative that in
constructing future small high schools this combination be
avoided. One school of 250 enrollmentwas constructed with
two large class rooms separated by a movable partition. /hen
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used as an assembly room, the partition is moved back, giving
ample space for at least one of the grades. The following
diagram was submitted by one of the principals of a Maine
scnooi.
1. Library
2, Study Hall 1 1 3
3. Stage
4. Dressing rooms
1
,|
Perhaps this is an answer to the aud it or i\im-gymnasium
dilemma. It certainly would seem to be more practical from
'the standpoint of efficiency of use. School authorities in
towns where new schools are to be constructed must insist that
jj
this combination be abolished and more suitable plans made.
An interesting side light of this study is the use of this
jj
I
unit by adults as a town hall. Evidently the school was
jj
' constructed with this as the argument for building the unit.
While the use of a school unit for this purpose is acceptable
if used evenings only, when used for daytime activities by
adults for town meetings or other purposes, the school program
jj
\\
centered around that unit must of necessity cease during these '
ll
meetings. il
I 1
1
Conclusion
. Evidence shows that while the gymnasium -
auditorium combination is frequently used, it is not a good
combination. The only arguments in its favor are the ones of
' cost and space. These can be overcome by combining the i

I,
!'
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auditorium or assembly room with some more suitable unit such
as suggested in the previous discussion. It has been shown
the combination has nothing in common in regard to
I
construction, equipment, and use. "hen used in combination,
a gymnasium usually being constructed because of necessity,
all auditorium activities are curtailed. Future planning of
small high schools should consider the undesirability of this
unit from an educational standpoint and provide other
assembly facilities. Only co-operation between architects
and educational experts can remedy this unfavorable condition,
Ref. Englehardt - "Standards for Junior High School
Buildings"
I
\
i'
I
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Chapter 3
Science Combinations
On the basis of replies received it is evident that,
with the exception of the mechanic arts units, the science
room or rooms are used less for unrelated studies than any
of the other special rooms. This is due probably to the
specialized type of equipment required for these rooms. The
chemistry - physics unit and the chemistry - physics -
biology - general science unit were the most frequently
reported. Dismissing the single combinations which occur
because of lack of space or teachers, discussion in this
chapter will cover the physics - chem.istry, physics -
chemistry - biology - general science, biology - general
science, and other exclusively science units which occur in
this study.
Frequency and percentage Table
Chemistry - physics IV 36.9^
Chemistry - physics - biology - general science 17 36,9%
Biology - general science 6 13.0^
Chemistry - physics - general science 4 8.7^
Chemistry - physics - biology _2 4,3%
46 99.8^
Chemistry - Physics Unit
From the frequency with ivhich this combination occurs
it is evident that a great many schools are planned with this

end in view. Principals report that the combination works
out very well, and a study of the eauipment needed for these
studies will tend to verify their statements. In this
discussion the combination includes the lecture room as 'A'ell
as the laboratory.
Both subjects require similar eciuipment S' ch as suitable
work tables, gas, electric, and water connections, lecture
and demonstration table, blackboards, etc. Movable chairs
with an arm for writing purposes are used for seating purposes
and for written work. The chief disadvantage of this unit is
usually lack of adequate storage space for chemical and
physical equipment. This can be overcome by proper planning
and co-operation between the architects and school
authorities
.
The advantages are obvious. Equipment being similar, it
can be readily used for both subjects. Scientific work is
concentrated in one unit. This is better than having to use
some other room unfitted for this type of work for either
subject. Very frequently the same instructor teaches both
subjects. It is much more convenient and efficient to have
his classes and supplies in one place.
On the whole this unit when properly planned should
work out well. Principals report that except for lack of
storage space in some instances they are satisfied with this
combination. The two subjects have much in common including
the instructor. One -oom should serve both subjects without
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difficulty. The following sketch was submitted by one of the
principals
•
N
/
1, i^emonstrat ion table
^2. Movable chairs
^ 3 . Laboratory
^ 3 . Storage
0, & S, Office and storage
Also library
0
S
A few schools reported the giving of physics and
chemistry courses in alternate years. No apparent difficulties
should arise when this combination is used, and one room is
ideal and sufficient for this unit.
Chemistry - Physics - Biology - General Science
This combination occurs as frequently as the combination
of chemistry and physics alone. It usually exists because of
lack of provision in building planning for more than one
science room. It would be much better to have two rooms for
these studies, one for chemistry and physics and one for
l|
biology and general science. If these two rooms are not
planned for, the combination of the four sub.iects will work in
one room equipped for all types of science work better than
having some of these studies taught in a room unsuited for
science purposes. This combination of the four scientific
; studies will necessitate providing for a large amount of
«'I
i
'I
jl
lj
ij
II
I
I
h
I
i
il
'
il
storage space, and (as replies show) the chief disadvantage is
lack of this space
.
|l
Another disadvantage will he the increased handling of
apparatus and the resulting increase in breakage. Four
different science classes using four different types of
apparatus \'7ill require shifting of apparatus between each two
classes. A teacher might desire to continue an experiment at
a later period and therefore wish to leave the apparatus
standing. A general science class following a chemistry or
physics class would necessitate taking doivn this apparatus to
make room for the different work, causing considerable loss in
time •
The advantage is economy in cost and use. //here schools
are planned to meet a certain appropriation, it m.ay be
possible to construct but one science room. vVjiere these
conditions exist, it is better to nlan for this combination
li
than to try to hold laboratory classes in rooms totally unfit
for the purpose. The special equipment in this room precludes
using any other room for this type of work except in the case
of v/ritten work or recitations. It is felt that new schools
can be planned with two separate units, thereby eliminating
congestion. They could be used for classes of an academic
nature should the necessity arise. A room for the chemistry -
physics unit and a room for biology - general science are
recommended
.
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Biology - General Science
The infreauency with which this combination occurs shows
that most of the small schools surveyed are not equipDed v/ith
:'this additional science room, A study of the standards taken
from Englehardt ' s "Standards for Junior High School Buildings'
shows that this is an ideal c -^mbinat ion. He states that the
general science room should be closely connected with the
natural science room. Where t^i^o roomis are not possible, the
combination is natural.
i|
Comparison of Equipment
General Science
1. i^emonstration table 12 ' x
3' X 3 ' high with covered
sink, gas, water, and
electric connections
2. 18 movable students' tables
4 '6" X 2' X 29" high with 2
chairs to a table
3. Workshelf 24" wide and 33"
high, full length of window
side of room
4. Display cabinets
5. Bookcase 5' x 1'6" high
and magazine rack
6. Reading table o' x 2 '6"
X 29" high and chairs
Biology
1. Demonstration table 3 ' x
3' X -34" high with sink,
gas, ^"ater, and electric
connections
2. Movable students' tables
4 '6" X 2 ' X 30" high with
2 chairs to a table
3. Two wall shelves along
eastern wall for work
4. Museum cases
5. Chartcase, bookcase
6. Browsing table 6' x 3' x
30" high
T
ii
ll
'l
'l
'I
7. Growing table with sunken top 7, Two carting tables with
zinc lined zinc lined top 3" deep
18, 3 sinks (2 soapstone - 1 8, i'lant bench - sink at
j
j
porcelain) each end
19. Electrical panel providing 9,
(aj separate control of electrical supply to demonstration
table, (b) variable rheostat, (c) direct current
i
1 10 . Projection apparatus 10. P'rojection apparatus
11, Window shades to darken room 11. .Vindow shades to darken
room
12. Chalkboards, bulletin 12. Blackboard, bulletin
boards, apparatus case, etc, board, apparatus
cabinet, etc.
From a study of the above specifications it is evident
that one room eouipped with this combination in mind will make
an excellent unit. The only disadvantage would be the common
one in all science units, that is, inadequate storage space.
Proper planning of the area will serve to eliminate this.
Possibly the low percentage of frequency compared with the
other two units discussed is due to the fact that the unit is
primarily a junior high school unit and is sacrificed in the
senior high school, to some extent, to the college preparatory
unit of physics - chemistry.
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Phyaics - Ch'-mistry - Biology
!' Physics - GheTistry - *^Gneral Science
Ij The same arguments for and against the combinations which
were used in the foregoing discussions can be applied to these
units. They are combined of necessity and are better this way
unless space csn be provided for a physics - general science
combination adjacent to the chemistry laboratory so that
chemicals for general science work can be easily stored and
obtained. An extra room for one of these studies alone is
uneconomical, and the three can be better handled in
combination.
Cone lus ion . Science combinations can be used to
advantage in small schools where it is u.neconomical as to cost
and usage to provide single room.s for all science classes.
Chemistry and physics make a Rood combination when properly
planned for and when sufficient storage space is provided.
Biology and general science make an excellent combination.
'|It is better to provide separate room.s for these two units if
possible and avoid congestion resultins: from having all four
I'
in the same room. The majority of schools reporting the lowest
cost per pupil were th^^ ones using th^ com.bination of three or
four subjects. Evidently they lack the space or teachers to
accoiDiriodate these subjects in two units, ^nj com.bination of
these four allied sciences, can, however, be handled in one
room with proper scheduling,
;
Ref • iinglehardt - "Standards for Junior High School
Buildings" " " ===
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Chepter 4
Cafeteria and i^omestic Science Units
Morphet in his book, "The Measurement and Interpretation
I of School Building Utilization," says the cafeteria and the
,
audj-toriiiin are the least used of sny roors in the school
i'
ii
j building. Although this survey do?s not attempt to determine
ithe percentage of utilization of any room or rooms, it is
.evident from returns that the cafeteria must be idle a great
I'
I
deal of the time. There v/ere only fourteen comibinations
^reported out of the fifty Questionnaires received in which
the cafeteria was mentioned. This means that the schools not
-reporting a cafeteria combination either have none or do not
use it for other purposes. It would seem that this s^ace
could be used v;ith suitable stud • es to s good advantage in
order to cut down the great pe-rcentage of idleness. This
would mean proper planning v/ith this end in vie- before the
'building is constructed. V^^ith this thought of dual use in
mind, some space in this chapter will be devoted to discussion
of some of the single combinations 7;hich occur and appear
workable
•
I
Cafeteria - Sewing - Cooking
This is the most common combination reported in which the
cafeteria is used, having a freauency of eight, -i^^ouipment in
a cafeteria consists chiefly of tables and chairs, the number
depending on the size of the room and the number to be seated.
I
Usually eight to ten pupils are seated at each table. These
!;tables and chairs should certainly be put to some use besides
for the purpose of lunch room service. What to use them for
is the administrator's problem. One of the solutions is the
unit of cafeteria - sewing and cooking. The main advantage
jjof this combination is the use of space. The tables can be
'used as work tables for the preparation of food or of clothing.
It is felt, however, that in view of the special equipment
needed for cooking, that this combination is not practical.
Gas, wtter, and electric outlets are needed to conduct cooking
classes properly. When the cafeteria is used all materials
mixed on the tables must be carried to snd from the stoves and
ji sinks with a considerable loss of time and efficiency. When
sewing classes follow, there is the resulting danger of food
spots to the cloth unless the tables are kept clean. ^%ile
I!
teaching cleanliness is good pedagogy, one spot m^ght ruin a
dress
.
While this combination may be necessary in school already
built, it would seem advisable in schools to be constructed to
plan a separate unit for cooking and sewing and to use the
llcafeteria for other and more suitable combinations. Some of
i
these combinations will be discussed later in this chapter.
|;
Cooking - Sewing
This com:bination occurred more often than any other in
Ithis group. Thirteen schools reported this unit out of the
fifty replies received. This is twenty-six percent of the
I
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total. Principals report that while the combina ion is not
ideal, when care is taken, it works out well. A detailed
study of the equipment needed, taken from Englehardt 's
"standards for Junior High School Buildings," will show that
;• with proper foresight in planning, this unit can be used
advantageously.
Equipment
Cooking
1, Major equipment - unit
kitchen of six units (to
accommodate 24 pupils^
separated by tile walls
2, Or unit desks with stove
and sinksattached -
arranged in sets of two
desks
3, Each unit to have sinks,
stoves, and storage space
attached
4, Dem-^nstration range
5. l^emonstrat ion desk (can be
used for both cooking and
sewing)
Sewing
1, Wardrobe, minimum inside
depth of 22", 32" high
2, Tables from 27" to 3l"
high depending on height
of pupil
3, Hot and cold water
connections - electric
connections
4. Laundry tub with hot and
cold water connections
(a deep sink will fill
this need.)
5. Screen or curtains
for dressing space
Ii
6, Filing Case 6. '^ewing machines and
electric irons
7, Lockers
8, Other equipment - conference table, desks, etc.
From a stndy of the above reauirements , it can he seen
that this unit is workable. Unit desks rather than unit
kitchens are recommended as being more practical for the dual
use. Sinks, gas, water, and electric outlets, and the
demonstration desks can easily be used for both purposes. The
room must be planned large enough to allow for adeauate
storage facilities for both studies. Room must be provided
for a dressing space, i^hen one girl takes both subjects, one
roomy locker should be sufficient.
Aside from the dual use of equipment the chief advantage
of this combination is the fact that most small schools have
but one teacher available for the teaching of both subjects.
It is much simpler to have her work concentrated in one room
rather than in two w-.th the resulting idleness of one while the
other is in use.
The chief disadvantage of this com.bination, like that of
the previous one, is the lack of proper cleanliness, -^s this
is a matter of efficient instruction, it is absolutely
necessary that the teacher see that everything is thoroughly
cleaned up after each class. <vith proper supervision this
danger can be eliminated.
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Cafeteria - ^tudy Hall - Mechanical J->rawing, i^tc.
Englehardt says, "The cafeteria is essential to every
junior high school. It may serve for school lunch purposes,
for coirairunlty gatherings, and it may also be planned for
other educational uses, such as study hall, choral room, and
orchestra and hand ^oom," It is noticeable that he does not
say sewing and cooking. Reports show that it is also used for
free hand drawing, library, mechanical drawing, art, and
biology. The fact that it is equipped with tables and chairs
makes it readily available for these purposes. One
disadvantage of these combinations is the noise which may
come from, the cooking classes or kitchen. If it can be
separated from these rooms in some way, this disadvantage can
be eliminated. In many schools the cafeteria is apart from
the domiestic science unit, -i-n these cases nothing need
interfere with its use for other purposes.
According to Morphet's survey the study hall or library
is used the highest percentage of time of any of the special
rooms. Combining either or both with the cafeteria would
eliminate the vast am.ount of time this room stands idle.
Book cases can easily be built around the walls and a teacher 'i
desk placed in some part of the room. With proper supervision
children could use the books available when forced to stay
Indoors during lunch periods because of inclement weather.
The possibility of economy in construction here is so great
that it would seem worth while for educational authorities to
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glve this combination of cafeteria - library - study hall more
study than has been given it in the past.
The use of the cafeteria for freehand drawing, art, and
mechanical drawing also has its merits. A supply room for
storage of materials or closets placed against the walls would
be necessary. A movable blackboard should also be furnished.
The writer knows of two schools using the cafeteria for
freehand and mr^chanical drawing. In both instances the
combination is v;orking out very well.
Cone lusion . Som.e com.binations of the domestic sc ence
and cafeteria units are necessary in small schools as it is
not economical to have separate room.s for each. The amount
of time each room is idle would be too great. If a cafeteria
is available, it would seem advisable to use it for library,
study hall, or drawing purpose s'and combine cooking and sewing
into one good unit. Perhaps using the cafeteria for the
above mentioned purposes woula free enough funds to provide
adequate sewing and cooking facilities. School authorities
seem to have been slow to recognize the value of the cafeteria
other than for lunch service or domestic science classes.
Cooking and sewing as a unit should work out well when
proper care is taken. A great deal of equipment such as unit
desks, sinks, hot and cold water, gas and electric connections
can be adapted to both studies.
Some schools report no cafeteria. When this is the case,
it would seem that a unit such as furnished in a community
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high school in Kansas could be provided. The following sketch
shows this unit.
0
1
1
.
1
n ..
0. Office
S, Storage
Colby Coimn-unity High ^School, Colby, Kansas
Serves coimnunity of 2600
Enrollment 304
(American School Board Journal, February, 1937)
Ref. Morphet - "The Measurement and Interpretation of
School Building Utilization"
Englehardt - "Standards for Junior i^igh School
Buildings"
American School Board Journal, February, 1937
Il
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Chapter 5
Lib?'ary and ^tudy Hall Combinations
In Morphet's study of the utilization and interpretation
of school buildings he shows that the library and the study
hall are used the most of any rooms in a school building.
From statistics compiled he has shown a percentage of use
betv/een 80 and 95 • This fact is borne out by a study of the
tabulation in Chapter One of this thesis. The combination of
library and study hall occurs twelve times and library and
class room four times with just a scattering of other
combinations. This leads to the supposition that the library
or study hall cannot be available for other purposes to any
appreciable extent.
Total combinations 21
Library - study hall 13 or 61,9%
Library - class room 5 or 38.1^
The low number of combinations in this unit as compared
with other combinations is due probably to two facts, namely!
lack of a library or lack of a trained teacher available for
library purposes. In schools of the size of the ones surveyed
it is very seldom that proper library facilities are provided
because of lack of funds and very rarely that a trained
librarian can be employed, forthe same reason. Some
principals reporting the combination state that the room was
constructed as a study hall and that they have had it equipped.
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to be -used as a library. It is therefore safe to predict that
this combination is chiefly study hall with some reference
books furnished for library purposes
•
Library and Study Hall
This combination is the most frequently reported of any
of the library combinations, occurring thirteen times out of
twenty-one replies, or 62% of the total. Whether constructed
as a library or as a study hall this survey does not show, ^
comparison of the standards of each room taken from
Englehardt's "Standards for Junior High School Buildings"
follows
•
Library
1, Location - central and
accessible to all parts of
the building - avoid
proximity to noise sources
2, Size - rectangular - wider
than a regular classroom -
accommodate 10% of
enrollment to complete
displacement of traditional
study hall
3, Seating equipment - table
5' X 5' to accommodate 6
pupils - chairs to fit
Study Hall
1, Location - convenient to
stairs, lockers, toilets,
etc. - close to or
connected with library
2, Size - two or three
standard class rooms -
maximum seating 200
(much less in small
schools)
3, Stationary desks -
teacher *s desk and chair
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4. Auxiliary equipment - 4. Bulletin boards - book
library desk - catalogues - cases, blackboards, etc#
book cases - bulletin boards -
blackboards, etc.
It is evident from a study of these general requirements
that this combination is a good one when properly planned from i
both an architectural and an educational standpoint, "^his unit
is recognized in the "Report of Committee on School ^ouse
Planning," published by the National Education Association in
1925, when they say, "Even in the smallest junior high school
the library should accommodate at one time a normal sized class
and at the same time provide for pupils likely to have
individual study periods and teachers likely to want to use
the library at that time. In accordance with this rule the
minimum capacity may well be regarded as fifty. If the school
is a very sm.all one, the library may, when available, be used
for other classes."
The recommended location is practically the same for both
rooms. The size of course will vary with the enrollment, but
when one room is used for both purposes, it should be planned
large enough to accomm.odate the maximum number to be seated
at any one time. The seating equipment and the arrangement of
the same is the chief problem because of the two different
types recommended. Stationary desks should not be used. Tables
and chairs can be just as efficient as the desks when proper
supervision is exercised. The book cases, bulletin boards,
li
I
I
-
% .
I
i!
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teacher's desk, etc., can easily be made to fill both needs.
The advantages of this combination are threefold, namely^
(a) economical both as to exoense and use, (b) economical in
use of teachers, and (c) concentration of materials. It is
uneconomical to construct a library and a study hall in small
schools as the percentage of time each would be idle would be
too great. The enrollm.ent is small enough to be handled in one
room without crowding. Two separate rooms would tend to make
the cost of this construction out of proportion to the use of
these rooms. Most small schools do not have a sufficient
ball
number of teachers to cover both a study^and a library. -A.
classroom teacher in the large majority of these schools must
take charge of these activities when not conducting regular
classes. Often two teachers are not available at the same
time. The number of books needed to supply both room.s is
considerable and expensive. Concentrating them in one room
eliminates the extra need and the extra expense.
The big disadvantage of this combination is the custom
of make it primarily a study hall and curtailing the library
activities. It is easy for a principal to fill it with study
pupils and offer the excuse that there was no room for them
elsewhere, ^^orphet in his studv shows that the library is
used 78.8^ of the time for other purposes, chiefly study and
classroom. This survey bears out this fact as these two
combinations are 85.7^ of the total combinations reported in
this unit. In combination the tendency is toward the use as
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ft study hall unless the school authorities recognize the
problem and take steps to eliminate it. When the trend is
this way, the placing of stndy pupils in other rooms must be
the solution if the library is to be preserved for library
uses*
On the whole the combination v/ill be good if proper care
is taken in assigning pupils to the library. Good reference
books pertaining to the pupils' studies will be of great
assistance to them during this study - library period. Good
teachers in charge of this unit, with at least one having some
library training to assume general responsibility for the
library activities, will tend to make the combination more
practical,
! Library and Class Room
j
j
This combination is evidently unpopular or unnecessary
as only four schools reported its use. Two of the four
reported this combination necessary because of overcrowding.
Overcrowding is the only reason why this combination should
be needed and is its only advantage. The combination itself
I
is workable as the tables and chairs can be used for classroom
j
work when necessary. The use of this combination will
j
naturally curtail library activities to the extent that it is
}
used for classroom purposes. It is felt that with proper
planning this combination should be eliminated whenever
possible
•
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Concluslon . ^vovi a study of the equipment needed for the
library - study hell unit it is evident that the combination is
a good one. Care must be taken, however, that the library
activities are not sacrificed in order to save the room for
study hall purposes. »'k'hile putting study pupils in recitation
rooms is not an ideal arrangement, it is better to do this than
to curtail library activities. Proper planning can place study
pupils in the library so that they will be there when reference
work is needed. It would be wise when selecting teachers to
select one who has had some library training and then use that
ji teacher as much as possible in the library, when it is
I'
impossible to em.ploy a full time librarian.
I
{i The use of the library as a class room is not recommended
: and is only used in most cases in consequence of lack of room i
I
elsewhere in the building. From the small number reporting
this combination, it is evident that the combination is not
|l one to be seriously considered,
ii
j
Ref
. Englehardt - "Standards for Junior High School Gildings
,i
i'^orphet - "The Measurem.ent and Interpretation of '^chool
j|
Building Utilization"
jj
K. E, A, - Report of Committee on School House
' Planning (l925)
i
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Chapter 6
Industrial Arts and Mechanical Drawing
This discussion will include only the woodworking -
metal working - mechanical drawing, the woodworking - m.etal
working, and the mechanical drawing - freehand drawing - art
units as these are the only ones reported which are of any
value. The special type of equipment reauired for these
subjects prohibits the use of these room.s for other purposes.
The truth of this statement is borne out by a study of the
tabulation in Chapter 1. This tabulation shows that the shops
are not used for any other purpose except shop work. *Vhen
mechanical drawing is taught outside the shop unit, some
variation in combinations is noted, such as mechanical drawing
combined with freehand drawing, art, bookkeeping,' or music.
Total combinations 16
Mechanical drawing - woodworking - metal 10 or 62.5^
working
Woodworking - m-etal working 4 or 25^
Mechanical drawing - freehand drawing -
art 2 or 12,5%
Mechanical Drawing - Freehand Drawing - Art
This unit, although occurring but twice, seems to merit
soDie discussion because it is felt that the different drav/ing
activities can be combined to advantage. The schools
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reporting these combinations reported them as mechanical
drawing and art, and m'^chanical drawing and freehand drawing,
as shown in the original tabulation. Here they have been
I called one unit on the assumption that either freehand drawing
or art as a course contains some of both.
The equipment in a drawing room consists mainly of the
proper type of drawing tables and chairs, '^Vhether or not this
equipment is used for freehand drawing or mechanical drawing is
immaterial as it can readily be used for both sub.lects.
Additional equipmentwill beneeded for art work. On the whole
this combination should be an excellent one and would eliminate
a bad'feature of the mechanical drawing - wood and metal working
by removing mechanical drawing to a room more suited to its
li
neeas.
The disadvantages of the combination are minor ones and in
a properly planned um tand carefully supervised course can be
overcom.e. Lack of sufficient storage space may be a handicap.
Two good sized supply closets in buildings to be constructed or
the installing of cabinets in those buildings already built
would overcome this difficultv. The need of careful m
!!
supervision is essential. If lacking, a pupil's work may be 'i
i
spoiled by the neglect of some one to clean up properly, ^nk
j|
or paint spots should be thoroughly removed in order to avoid
this danger. This disadvantage can be overcome if the instructor
sees to it that everything is properly taken care of after each
class. This is also a m.atter of good teaching, and valuable
lessons can be learned from this instruction.
-
-
=#=
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\
Woodworking - Metal Working - Mechanical -i^rawing
This combination, although occurring the most frequently
of those reported, is not held to be the most important, -^ome
principals report success with this unit and others report that
necessity, due to lack of room and insufficient teachers, which
requires conducting two classes at the same time, is their
only reason for it. The writer feels that, as explained in
the previous unit, m.echanical drawing being so different from
the shop v/ork would fit in better with the other drawing
activities.
Comparison of :!quipment
Woodworking
1. Room - ample sized exits and passages to permit transfer
of equipment, lumber, etc., 50 square feet of floor space
per pupil, gas, water, and electric connections.
2» Equipment - workbenches, instructor's desk, bookcase,
blackboards, bulletin board, stain bench, drying case,
glue bench, wood rack, grinder, saws, lathes, sink, etc,
3# Auxiliary room.s - office, tool room, lumber room, locker
and wash room, storage room.
Metal Working '
1* Room - in industrial arts unit, li^ times size of class
room units, gas, water, and electric connections.
2, Equipment - blackboards, wardrobe, metal rack, sink, work
bench with vises, soldering bench, machine bench, stake
plates, squaring shears, etc.
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3, Auxiliary rooms - storage, locker, wash, tool and office
are desirable.
Mechanical Drawing
!• Room - adjoin industrial arts unit, size 1 1/3 to 1 1/2
class room unit,
2. JKquipment - teacher's desk and chair, pupils' individual
drawing desks and stools, cutting and tracing table, locker
cabinet for drawingboards , instrument case, key cabinet,
display case, sink, model stands, etc,
3, Auxiliary rooms - storeroom, blueprint and photography
room.
It is evident from a study of the requirements listed
above that small schools will be unable to contain such an
elaborate layout for the industrial arts program, as the time
each room would be used would never justify the expense.
Combinations are therefore necessary. Sixty percent of the
schools reporting these units have combinations of the three
subjects, and twenty-five percent have the com-bination of wood
and metal working.
One room planned to meet the needs of all three subjects
must be a large one or else tend toward overcrowding. Outside
of such general requirements as gas, electricity, water,
blackboards, bulletin boards, sinks, etc., the equipment needed
for each unit is different. Properly planned, however, one
room can be made to handle the work very well, '^he usual
procedure is to divide the room into sections, equipping each
III
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sectinn to fit the particular needs of the subject to be
taught in that section. The writer has seen shops planned in
this manner working satisfactorily,
A large number of schools have but one instructor, a
school of 300 pupils, assuming that one-half are girls, there
n is a maximum of 150 boys to be taken care of. On the basis of
six periods a day these boys can readily be handled in one
room in thirty periods per week without the necessity of
i holding two classes at the same time. In the light of these
considerations one room and one instructor are r^lenty,
j
resulting in considerable saving in construction and instruction
i costs.
i
The chief disadvantage may be the one common to all
combinations - that of lack of sufficient storage space, '^he
need of a great deal of this space for storage of materials for
three studies is obvious. The materials used and tools
required are bulky and need more space than the ordinary school
I supplies. Auxiliary rooms needed must be carefully planned
I
j
with this thought in mind.
The unit of woodv/orking and metal working, although |i
occurring in but twenty-five percent of the total, seems to be
a better one than the one of all three. Where a drawing room
is furnished, considerable saving on equipment can be made by
using that room for mechanical drawing, '^his also results in
much added floor space being liberated in the shop unit, '-^'he
disadvantage of removing mechanical drawing from this unit is
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the one of not having it near the industrial arts unit, i'his
apparently is not particularly tro-ublesorre as reports show
that no difficulty has arisen*
Cone lusion . Mechanical and freehand drawing and art make
a good combination. What disadvantages there may be can easily
be overcome. Mechanical drawing in the shop is not recommended
unless absolutely necessary. The only advantage is the one of
the single instructor having his work in the one room, and this
is a minor one. Although the combination of the three subjects
is the most common one reported, it would seem advisable to
separate the mechanical drawing and combine it with the
freehand drawing. The writer knows of one school conducting
it in the cafeteria with satisfaction. V«'ood and metal working
make a good combination. The room must be large enough to
contain all the necessary eouipm.ent however. If necessary
classes in both subjects can readily be conducted at the same
time •
It is evident that industrial arts programs are curtailed
in small schools. One school mentioned electricity, while
none spoke of printing, machine shop, or automotive work.
Undoubtedly the cost of equipping and maintaining these courses
in addition to the ones listed, is too heavy and prohibits
their being included in the curriculum.
Reference: Englehardt - "Standards for Junior High •School
Buildings"
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Chapter 7
I
Boys ' and ^irls ' Locker and "^hower ^oom ''
Although this combination occurs but twice, because of
the great amount of saving in building costs, it will merit
some discussion. This ides is appar-^ntly a new one in
combinations, and the difficulties it will meet are more mental
than physical. In a small school where a locker and shower
room is furnished for each group, the maximum time that either
can be used is half of the school week. When a girls ' class
is using the gymnasium, it is impossible for a class of boys
to use it.
The principals of the t'A^o schools reporting this unit
were asked to give their opinion as to its desirability, ^3
this is the only evidence available on this combination, their
replies follow in full. One principal of a Massachusetts school
built within the last two years replies a<^ follows:
In our school building we have in the basement
a room 24 feet square in which there are six showers
in one group and three separate showers with dressing
rooms attached, all enclosed in canvas curtains. There
are also in the room 240 wire baskets for storage of
gym suits. There are 60 steel lockers size) for
storage of ordinary clothing v;hile the pupil is in the
gymnasium.
I have arranged the program of the school so
that the boys and girls have their physical education
work on alternate days, and split the fifth day
morning and afternoon. This me'-ns that there is no
using of the shower room bv punils of different sex
on the same day. ^o far -it has worked out very
satisfactorily even though the boys' gym suits are
II
I'
t
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stored in the wlrf> baskets while the ^irls are using
the room and vice versa. There have been no
questionable practices.
Of course it would be a better arrangement to
have two separate rooms, but we are so grateful to have
one after the conditions we have been working in, that
we are offering no criticism.
The second school reporting is also a Massachusetts school
and the principal's reply follows:
In response to vour inauiry, I might say that
our shower room, which we use for both boys and girls,
comes of inconsiderat ion on the part of the building
committee when planning a new school. So that the
girls m.ay not be left out of athlotics, I have tried
staggering the physical education classes, allowing
the girls to use the gym^nasium, locker rooms, and
shower facilities during one week and the boYS the
next v;eek. Each group has to move its eauipm.ent often
so it gets home and washed more often, for after each
week the students are required to remove all equipment
from the lockers to give the incoming group free rein.
We play a regular schedul-^ of basketball for both
boys and girls, and it requires very careful planning
to make connections and not cause conflict.
This setting is not ideal, but we are taking
advantage of what we have available to the fullest
degree.
From a study of these reports it is evident that there is
no real objection to this combination except the idea of the
two sexes using the sam.e room. This same idea might prevail
among adults in a community for no other reason except that
the plan is a new one and has not been tried before. It is
one of the prejudices that must be overcome. Perhaps if the
taxpayer can be shov/n the tremendous amount of money that can
be saved by this combination, it will go a long way toward
removing the objections. School authorities with this
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objectlon have no hesitancy in using the girls' shower and
locker rooms for visiting teams. If these visiting teams can
use them, why not their own boys?
<^mong other things, the fact that equipment has to be
removed and laundered every week, as one principal mentioned,
is a distinct advantage. The writer knows from experience
that it is an everlasting task to get boys to take their gym
clothes home to be laundered and that unless the physical
director is eternally vigilant, lockers will soon contain
filthy eauipm.ent. Parents who mi ht object to a combined
shower and locker room seem to care little about the condition
of the gym clothes th'^^ir children wesr.
Another objection which has been offered is that girls
do not like to take gang showers. This objection has been
shown to be false by Professor Blair of Boston University who,
in a survey of the reasons why high school girls did not want
to take showers, found that this objection to gang shov/ers was
a very small percentage of the reasons.
Care must be taken in planning and constructing this unit
that sufficient storage space be allowed for each pupil and
sufficient office space for the supervisors of physical
education be provided. It would seem that these would be the
only disadvantages, and they would occur only in improperly
p lanne d bu i Id ing s .
In a small school this combination should be a good one
when carefully planned and properly supervised. The amount of
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saving in construction costs and reduction of idle time is so
great as to make it a worth while unit. The objections to it
are minor ones and can be over-come with good publicity.
I'
I
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Chapter 8
Averages and Correlation
This chapter will be devoted to the figuring of average
cost of buildings, average enrollment, average cost per pupil,
and the correlation between the costs of the buildings and the
enrollments. Statistical methods will be used. The
correlation will be found by the Pearson "Product i^oment
Formula .
"
Cost in
Average Cost of buildings
Computation
#1000 '
3
f d f d
200-225 1 4 4
175-200 2 3 6
150-175 1 2 2
125-150 6 1
100-125 12 0 0
75-100 9 -1 -o
50-75 6 -2 -12
25-50 2 -3 -6
0-25 3 -4 -12
N 42 •2fd *
Average
i-»- M
18
-39
f ^ frequency
d » deviation
n IS number
i 3c interval
M := Mid-point of 0 interval
21 rs sum
l.fd -21
N - 42
i a '125000
M « H?112500
*(— X -#2500o)+ H?112500 = -h?12500 + #112500
V 42 /
5 100, 000
li
!
I
I
t
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•^verage Enrollment
It may be noted that the number of schools listed here 1
forty-five instead of forty-two as shown in the previous
computation, '-fhis is due to the fact that three more school
principals listed the enrollment but not the cost of the
building.
Com.putat ion
Enrollment f d f d
300-525 7 5 35 45
275-300 2 4 8 i 9. 25
250-275 5 3 15 M 187.5
225-250 4 2 8 % fd 24
200-225 6 1 6 -+ 72
175-200 2 0 0
150-175 6 -1 -6
125-150 4 -2 -8
100-125 4 -3 -12
75-100 3 -4 -12
50-75 2 _-5 -10 -48
N t»45 £'fd2 24
Average -/^24 ^ 25)4. 187.5
\45 ^
s 13.3 + 187.5 200.8
s 201 pupils
I
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Average Cost per ^^upil
The average cost per pupil v/as computed bv dividing the
cost of each buildinf?; by its enrollment. These results were
then arranged in a frequency table and the average computed
statistically.
Computation
Average cost
per pupil f d f d
900-950 1 8 8 N ' 42
850-900 1 7 7 i - 50
800-850 0 6 0 M 525
750-800 1 5 5 £fd s- -21
700-750 1 4 4
650-700 2 3 6
600-650 4 2 8
550-600 8 1 8 H 46
500-550 1 0 0
450-500 4 -1 -4
400-450 6 -2 -12 Average-
j
550-400 4 -3 -12
300-350 6 -4 -24
250-300 3 -5 -15 -67 ^ -25 + 525
N = 42 ^fd 2 -21
#500
Computing the average cost per pupil by dividing the
average cost of building by the average enrollment gives
approximately the same result:
^100.000 I \
— z #500 (approx,;
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Correlat ion
Assuming that there must be some correlation between coat
of building and enrollment the following computation was made.
The correlation was found to be positive and was .78. '^hls
correlation is also evident from, a study of the scatter
diagram which shows a tendency toward concentration from the
lower left hand corner to the upper right hand corner, ''^hile
it is not always true that the miore a building cost the
greater the enrollment, this computation shows that it is true
in a majority of cases.
I
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C oTriDutat ion
Cost in
^IGOO's
/
/
/ uf u7 1 ^
J. / o—<iUU ;
1
1
•> ai /b 7
ioO-i (O
1 1 X u7 y
/ / / 3 1 b
100-125 3 \ 2 ^/ 0 0 0 0
75-100
i 3 2. 1 1 '1 °i -/? n
50-75
; 1 -^ 2y -? u
I
/
1
-3 -< /r 30
0-25
1
-y -/z
»-»iir oxx •
/oe
f to v» An
?*«
f X I 3 Y r V / r ii
d X " i O -/ 0 / y
fd X . 3 a V ^ 3
fd-x 7i V7 34 0 y 9 390 r^^J \
(T X ^fdx\
2
V N
1590
42
-15
42
M2 _ f
42 I 42
"2
-"^9.2857 - .0958
1-^9.1899 TiTbs (steps)
^^Z, 404:8 - .2500
-'^3.1548 ^ 1.77 (steps)
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r
cr X cr y
^
- (-.31 X -.50)
42
5.04 X 1.77
4.555 - .155 4 .13 , rro m n ^5736 -' 5736 " + (Correlation)
Average N-umber of Combinations
132
Cx *
N 42
ai^fdv
N 42
3.03
y 1.77
-.31
-.50
No. f d f d
8 1 4 4
7 0 3 0
6 3 2 6
6 2 1 2
4 17 0 0
3 14 -1 -14
2 6 -2 -12
1
_2 -3 -6
H 5 45 -20
Average -(^l^ x 1 M- 4.5
V 45
-
-.44->- 4.5 - 4.05
- or 4 (concrete nos.^
-32
It is evident from a study of the above freauencies that
the majority of schools are using three or four combinations.
From a study of the questionnaires returned these are found to
be, in most cases, the comjnon ones of gymnasium - auditorium,
chemistry - phvsics, sewing - cooking, library - study hall,
etc
.
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Suininary
Computation shows the following averages and correlation
to be true:
Average building cost •tl'100,000
Average enrollment 201
Average cost per pupil #500
Average number of combinations 4
Correlation between cost of buildings
and enrollment ,78
In other words a school costing <,flOO,000 should care
for an enr-ollment of 200 pupils and use four different
combinations
•
Using the same method employed in the finding of the
correlation computed above, there was found to be practically
no correlation between enrollment and number of combinations,
the coefficient of correlation being -.17 • "^he same was true
of the cost of the buildings and number of combinations.
Reference: Swenson - "Statistics for Students of j'^sychology
and Education
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Conclusion
In this concluding chapter a sumir.ary of the combinations
discussed in the previous chapters will be made with the
thought in mind as to their practical usage,
-^s combinations
are essential in small high schools, suggestions will be made
regarding which to plan for and which not to plan for in the
construction of new buildings in the future. If more attention
is given to these details by architects and school
authorities, more efficient schools buildings will be erected.
The gymnasium - auditorium comxbination is not recommended
as the two room.s differ so in construction and eauipment that
rn Ithey have nothing in common. J- he disadvantages so far
i
outweigh the few advantages that it would seem advisable to plan
for an assembly hall comnosed of two class rooms separated by a
movable partition or a unit similar to the one sketched on
I
page 11 of Chapter 2. This combination makes use of the !|
library and study hall and has a stage constructed at one end
of the study hall.
Chemistry and physics in the same room is a workable unit.
The two subjects have much in common and, if sufficient storage
space is provided, the com.bination is practical. The combining
of these two studies with general science and biology is not
very satisfactory; and, although it occurs quite frequently,
reports indicate that this combination is caused jnove from
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|
lack of room then because of efficiency. It is felt that two
adjoining rooms, one for chemistry end physics, and one for
general science and biology, with an office and two supply
rooms between them, "^ill be much more satisfactory, ''^he
com.bination of general science and biology is an excellent one
and should work out very well.
! Sewing and cooking combined are recommended. '*^hen the
room is properly planned and the classes well supervised, this
unit should be efficient. The combination of these two
subjects with the cafeteria is not recommended, it is felt
that the cafeteria can be used much more efficiently as a study
hall or as a library. A building planned with this end in view
will eliminate the vast amount of time the cafeteria is idle.
]Mot enough thought has been given to this -ohase of construction
in the Dsst, and it would seem, advisable, in view of the saving
entailed, to give this combination of cafeteria and study hall
serious consideration in the future.
Library and study hall, library and class room, or study
hall and class room make practical combinations, '^he
weaknesses of the librsrv combinations are the tendencies to
!t
sacrifice the library for study hall or class room purposes
and the lack of sufficient books for library purposes.
Planning study periods so that fullest use is made of the
library facilities vill make this combination an excellent one.
Woodworking end metal workina; can be combined with
success. The addition of mechanical drawing to this unit is
Boston Univeroit/
Seb«ol of Education
Library
I'
,1
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; not recommended. It is felt that in view of the similarity of
equipment mechanical drawing can he combined to better
advantage with freehand drawing. This m-^ y cause the
mechanical drawing to be away from the industrial arts imit,
but this is not a serious difficulty.
Boys' and girls' shower and locker room in combination
offers an interesting study. The idea is new; and in view of
the considerable amount of saving in construction cost
j
involved, it would seem to be an excellent combination.
Objections are mental rather than -ohysical. ''^hen not in
ij
combination, the most either one can be used is one half of
jj
the school week. In combination this unit v/ill be used almost
full time.
i
;
Combinations Hecommended
I
Chemistry - Physics
Biology - General Science
jl
Sewing - Cooking
ii
Boys' - Girls' Locker and Shaker Room
Auditorium - 2 Class Rooms or Library and Study i^all
Cafeteria - Study Hall
!i
Library - Study Hall
[i Woodworking - Metal Working
Mechanical - Freehand i-^rawing
1' Combinations not He commended
('
I Gymnasium - Auditorium
Sewing - Cooking - Cafeteria
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Woodworking - Metal Working - Mechanical -L^rawing h
Physics - Chemistry - Biology - General 'Science |l
,1
It is felt that not enough time or thought is spent
considering the combinations necessary in any sm.all school to
be constructed. The consulting of m.en who are educational
experts will result in a well planned building and considerable
saving in construction cost.
One of the most interesting studies in this survey was the
computing of the averages andthe determining of the correlation!
~^ *
!
j
between building costs and enrollments. The average small high
school in New England cost «|lOO,000. ^ts enrollmentwas 201
pupils, and cost per pupil was *500. The coefficient of
correlation between building costs and enrollments was -^,78
showing that, as the enrollment increased, the cost of
building increased. '
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